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COMMENTS OF THE VOICE ON THE NET COALITION
The Voice on the Net Coalition (“VON”) 1 respectfully submits these comments in
response to the Commission’s Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Notice of Inquiry (“Notice”) 2
regarding nationwide number portability (“NNP”). The Notice seeks comment on issues
associated with removing legacy regulations and different models that might assist to implement
NNP. 3
VON has long-supported the Commission’s proposals for local number portability
(“LNP”), 4 which in part has resulted in the dynamic growth of interconnected VoIP, and now
applauds the Commission’s move toward a more comprehensive and flexible NNP plan. An
efficient NNP plan will reduce costs, encourage competition among voice service providers, 5 and
slow number exhaustion. In 2017, geography 6 or transitioning between wireline and wireless
services 7 should no longer be obstacles to keeping one’s personal or business phone number.
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Further, removing existing inefficiencies in the current procedure, 8 such as the N-1 requirement 9
and archaic interexchange dialing parity requirements, 10 is simply good policy.

I.

Nationwide number portability benefits consumers and competition.

VON supports the Commission’s goal of bringing the benefits of number portability to
all. Those who wish to move to and from areas with rural or regional carriers, or simply to
migrate from PSTN to interconnected VoIP services, should have the option to make those
choices without risk of losing a telephone number. 11 Like LNP before it, moving toward NNP
will help “fulfill the [Communications] Act’s goal of facilitating a ‘rapid, efficient, Nationwide
… communication service.’” 12 A modern national numbering plan will present Americans with
real options for number portability, including national carriers, local and rural carriers, and VoIP
providers.
A more efficient porting and numbering plan will also enhance competition by
“[e]nsuring that telephone numbers do not act as barriers to competition between carriers of
various sizes and technologies ….” 13 Despite attempts to provide an even playing field for
interconnected VoIP providers, 14 the current rate center-focused system limits the ability to port
to and from certain LECs. The widespread adoption of VoIP and other forms of over the top
communications further reflects the need for a porting plan available to consumers of all types
and for carriers of all sizes and locations. The Commission’s proposal is an important step to
promote a more robust and competitive market for consumers.
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Finally, untying consumers from their original rate centers will improve stability by
slowing number exhaust. Widespread provision of LNP has helped, and now the promise of a
real nationwide porting plan will continue to slow number exhaust. 15

II.

Certain Legacy Regulations Are No Longer Necessary.
VON has long supported “[s]wift and efficient number portability.” 16 At its inception,

the N-1 requirement was a sensible and efficient approach to call routing in light of the
competitive landscape. 17 Now, however, handing off a call just because it looks like it is
interLATA is no longer an efficient practice. The nature of a true NNP environment, particularly
in an era of widespread LNP, makes it prudent for an originating carrier to query a number itself
if it is able.
The competitive benefits of removing the interexchange dialing parity requirement are
twofold. First, the FCC’s plan recognizes that today’s market is radically different from what
consumers faced in 1982. 18 The advent and explosive growth of broadband and interconnected
VoIP services, 19 along with other all-service carriers, means that consumers have more choices
than ever before. As a result, consumers are no longer at the whim of a small number of
incumbent LECs to provide access to long distance carriers. 20
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CONCLUSION

The Von Coalition encourages the FCC to move toward complete nationwide number
portability and to remove antiquated regulations that no longer reflect today’s marketplace. For
these reasons, the Commission should adopt the proposals in the NPRM/NOI.
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